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Abstract

The concept of the core capturing allocations that exhaust all possible gains from

trade is central in economic theory. Are all allocations included in the core, though,

equally likely to emerge in a decentralized exchange economy? We investigate this

question by studying the evolution of exchange in such an economy via a dynamic

trading process in the spirit of Edgeworth�s recontracting. Assuming that along this

process individual agents might make mistakes with a small probability, we characterize

the stochastically stable distribution of the process and use this distribution to obtain

a measure of the relative frequency with which each core allocation will emerge in the

long run. Based on this measure, we demonstrate that there exist particular allocations

inside the core which are more likely to emerge relative to others. These are allocations

which are welfare improving for a larger number of agents, or alternatively, allocations

which can be reached relatively easily with only a small number of agents involved in

trading.
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1 Introduction

One of the central and most widely used solution concepts in modern economic theory is

de�nitely the core. This notion of the core has a long history in economics, dating back

to the work of Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (Edgeworth 1881), who �rst conceived the idea

of allocations that are immune to coalitional deviations. However, his idea of the core did

not receive much attention in subsequent work and gradually fell into oblivion up until the

early 1950s. At that point in time, the notion of the core was reinvented and formalized,

as part of the emerging �eld of game theory, by Donald B. Gillies (Gillies 1953) and Lloyd

Shapley (Shapley 1952). Finally, a few years later, also the connection between the work

of Edgeworth and the modern game-theoretic view of the core was established by Martin

Shubik (Shubik 1959) .

Since then, the core has remained one of the fundamental concepts in the theory of

cooperative games as well as that of general equilibrium. Its wide usage and applicability to

various economic environments stems from the simple and intuitive way in which the core

characterizes the allocations that exhaust all gains from trade or cooperation, more generally.

These are exactly the allocations upon which no group of agents can improve. Thus, given

the interest of rational agents not to leave any gains unexploited, we should expect that if

an allocation "...does not belong to the core, one should not expect to see it as prediction of

the theory if there is full cooperation," as Serrano (2009) puts it.

Yet, in many economic environments the number of allocations that exhaust all gains

from trade can be quite large1. In such environments, the prediction given by the core as

a solution concept regarding the outcome of cooperation will typically not be that sharp.

Hence, in the case of a non-singleton core, a natural question to ask is whether all allocations

1There are also economic environments in which the core may be empty and thus there is again no clear-
cut prediction regarding what outcome one should expect. Although this is an important issue as well, we
will not explicitly deal with it in this research. Moreover, as shown in Scarf (1967), balancedness provides a
key su¢ cient condition for the non-emptiness of the core. For more information on this issue, the reader is
referred to the survey by Serrano (2009) as well as the discussion in Chapter 13 of Osborne and Rubinstein
(1994).
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included in the core constitute equally good predictions of the expected outcome. Speci�cally,

should one treat all these allocations as having the same likelihood of emerging from trade

or cooperation or are there particular allocations which are more likely to emerge compared

to the others.

In order to answer this question, we need to shift our focus from the static description

of the core and to a more careful investigation of how the allocations inside the core can

generally be reached. Interestingly, this problem was also �rst addressed by Edgeworth,

who proposed a dynamic trading process, the well-known recontracting process (Edgeworth

1881), in an attempt to rationalize his notion of the core. This process is based on a series of

proposed allocations made by various groups of agents, each of which can only be countered

by an improved proposal from a subsequent group. The process continues until a proposal is

made that can not be countered by any group of agents and which constitutes, by de�nition,

a core allocation exhausting the gains from trade. Thus, in Edgeworth�s mind, the economic

agents would contract and recontract until a �nal settlement is reached.

The most important feature of the Edgeworthian recontracting process is the fact that

it is �. . . based on the same behavioral postulate, blocking by coalitions, that is used to de�ne

the solution concept, the core,�as pointed out by Jerry Green (Green 1974). Yet, Edgeworth

himself was notoriously unclear in his descriptions about several aspects of recontracting and

often presented con�icting examples2. As a result, the alleged convergence of the process to

the core was initially treated simply as a conjecture. It was only about hundred years later

that this convergence result was formally established by Feldman (1974) and Green (1974),

who formalized close variants of the recontracting process and demonstrated its convergence

to the set of core allocations in a large class of economic environments, as Edgeworth had

hypothesized.

This line of research was recently revisited by Serrano and Volij (2008), who utilized

a similar variant of the Edgeworthian recontracting process in order to capture dynamic

2For more details regarding this point, there is an excellent summary of the di¢ culties in interpreting
Edgeworth�s original views on recontracting in Section 1.4 of Serrano and Volij (2008).
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trading in the context of the housing economy of Shapley and Scarf (1974). One important

novelty of their approach was that Serrano and Volij also allowed for the possibility of agents

making small mistakes in the process. This feature added an element of randomness into the

recontracting process and enabled them to invoke the criterion of stochastic stability in the

same spirit as Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993) did in a non-cooperative

game-theoretic setup. Hence, by considering the limiting case with the likelihood of mistakes

going to zero, they were able to identify the allocations that would emerge in the long run

with positive probability. These allocations are referred to as stochastically stable and can be

thought of as the most natural ones in an environment where mistakes are possible, although

highly unlikely events.

Yet, as Serrano and Volij demonstrated, in the context of the housing economy this

set of stochastically stable allocations does not always coincide with the core, nor with any

particular subset of it, such as the strong core or the competitive allocations3. Moreover, it is

shown that the set may even include allocations which are individually rational although not

in the core. These �ndings naturally pose an important puzzle for the dynamic analysis of

exchange and cooperation, as dynamic outcomes appear to be di¤erent than those predicted

by static solution concepts. With that in mind Serrano and Volij hypothesized that: "It

may happen that some regions of the core are hard to access, while some non-core allocations

may have strong dynamic attractor properties." Hence, the identi�cation of the subset of all

allocations that constitute strong dynamic attractors provides an additional reason for the

study of dynamic exchange, beyond the potential multiplicity problem.

The approach followed by Serrano and Volij (2008), though, is limited by the fact that

it only allows for the distinction between stochastically stable allocations, namely alloca-

tions emerging with positive probability in the long run, and non-stochastically stable ones,

3This is the case whenever the preferences of the agents over the set of available houses are non-strict.
On the other hand, if preferences do not allow for indi¤erences, Serrano and Volij (2008) show that there is
a unique stochastically stable allocation corresponding to the single competitive equilibrium of the economy.
However, given the importance of indi¤erences in economies with indivisible goods, it may be misleading to
rule out indi¤erences.
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namely those whose occurrence is just a zero probability event. Nevertheless, any statement

regarding which allocations are more likely to emerge from dynamic exchange -whether part

of the core or not- require also some discrimination among allocations which are stochasti-

cally stable based on their relative frequency of occurrence. Therefore, it is necessary that

we go beyond the simple characterization of the set of stochastically stable allocations in

order to address such questions.

This is where the main contribution of this research lies. Using the same setup as Serrano

and Volij (2008), Shapley and Scarf�s housing economy, we will proceed to characterize the

long-run probability distribution of the recontracting process, often referred to as stochasti-

cally stable distribution. Particularly, we will provide both explicit numerical results based

on the recent algorithm of Greenwald and Wicks (2005), as well as analytical results using a

novel graph-theoretic approach. Treating the probabilities attributed by the distribution to

each core allocation as well as other allocations outside the core as a measure of the relative

likelihood with which they will emerge in the long run, we will demonstrate the existence of

particular allocations, which are more likely to emerge compared to others from coalitional

interaction.

Given this �nding, we will then attempt to account for the observed di¤erences in the

relative frequencies of emergence for various allocations by investigating the factors a¤ecting

these frequencies. These di¤erences, as we will demonstrate, are associated with particular

characteristics of each allocation such as the number of agents for which the allocation is

welfare improving, on the one hand, and the number of agents whose cooperation is necessary

in order for the allocation to be achieved. Particularly, our main result is that allocations

which improve upon a larger number of agents, as well as allocations that can be reached

with a relatively small number of agents involved in trading are more natural to emerge

in an environment of unrestrained coalitional interaction. This suggests that, although

the economy gravitates towards allocations that are bene�cial to more and more agents,

considerations regarding the degree of decentralization behind each exchange, as re�ected in
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the number of agents involved in it, will also matter for the cooperative outcomes observed

in simple exchange economies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we begin with a brief

overview of the rationale behind stochastic stability analysis and contrast our approach with

those of the existing literature. The setting of the housing economy, which we are going

to use in the rest of the paper, together with the basics of the recontracting process is

described in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the focus shifts on our main object of interest,

the stochastically stable distribution, where we demonstrate how the distribution can help us

distinguish among the di¤erent core and non-core allocations. Our main theoretical results

on the factors in�uencing coalitional recontracting and the observed di¤erences in the relative

frequencies of emergence of the various allocations are presented in Section 5. Finally, the

paper ends with a few concluding remarks.

2 The Basics of Stochastic Stability Analysis

The notion of stochastic stability originates from the analysis of stochastic dynamical sys-

tems. It was developed speci�cally to capture the stability of a dynamical system that is

constantly subject to small random shocks. In economics it was �rst introduced by Foster

and Young (1989), who proposed it in the context of evolutionary games as an alterna-

tive to the notion of evolutionary stability. This was followed by the seminal contributions

of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993) who employed stochastic stability

analysis in order to re�ne the predictions given by Nash equilibrium in the context of static

non-cooperative games. Their approach paved the way for a long list of contributions in the

�eld of non-cooperative game theory that provided equilibrium re�nement results based on

the application of stochastic stability.

The typical application of stochastic stability in a game-theoretic setting can be roughly

described as follows. First, a particular static game is speci�ed. Then a repetition of this
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game is considered together with a dynamic process prescribing the strategy choices for

each individual player in each round of the game. These strategy choices, though, are

not necessarily based on rational best-response calculations but on the history of previous

interactions, thus leading to a large degree of inertia in the strategy choices of individual

players. Yet, apart from inertia, the process also incorporates some element of randomness

giving rise to a stochastic dynamical system. The resulting system is then analyzed based

on the notion of stochastic stability.

Assuming the dynamic process satis�es the Markov property and given an appropriate

de�nition of the process�states, the analysis of the resulting system can be greatly simpli�ed

and its stability easily assessed. One has to just look in this case at the invariant distribution

of the process, which given the appropriate assumptions on the nature of the shocks is

easily shown to be unique. Speci�cally, most of the focus of the literature has been on the

limiting case where randomness vanishes. This captures the outcomes of the process in an

environment where small random shocks are present, although quite uncommon events.

Here is where the methodology of Freidlin andWentzell (1984), which enables the analysis

of the dynamical system�s �ow via graph-theoretic techniques, has been proven quite useful.

The states of the process are treated as vertices of a complete weighted directed graph

whose weights on each edge correspond to the respective transition probabilities. Studying

the �ows on this graph, one can assess the likelihood of process reaching each state. This will

be proportional to the product of the edges of a spanning tree rooted at the corresponding

vertex. Hence, by comparing the minimum spanning trees for each vertex, one can assess

which states of the process are stochastically stable, namely have a positive probability of

being obtained in the long run.

This is exactly the approach followed by most of the literature, which concentrates on

distinguishing states of process that are stochastically stable from states that are not, and

hence their relative likelihood of occurrence is zero. However, even among states that are

stochastically stable, there can be large di¤erences in these relative likelihoods. In the
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presence of such di¤erences, it is natural to think of states with higher long-run probabilities

as better predictors regarding the outcome of the process. Yet, any distinction between such

states would only be possible if the process�limit invariant distribution was known.

Fortunately, Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) also provides us with the means for computing

that distribution. The relative likelihood of each state of the process is just proportional to

the total probability of all minimum spanning trees corresponding to that particular state.

This approach, however, has the drawback of requiring the construction all possible minimum

spanning trees for each vertex/state, which makes the computation of the process invariant

distribution, even in the limiting case where randomness vanishes, quite complicated. More

importantly, the actual dimensionality of the problem rises exponentially with the number

of states. Thus, most researchers have refrained from using the distribution in their analysis.

One exception is the recent work of Klaus, Bochet, and Walzl (forthcoming) who dis-

cuss the extent to which the stochastically stable distribution of an appropriately de�ned

dynamic trading process can provide a re�ned prediction regarding the outcome of exchange

in economies with multiple indivisible goods. Yet, their analysis is only suggestive of this

possibility. This is because the above authors just analyze simple examples of particular

3-agent economies, where the stochastically stable distribution can be easily calculated4.

Hence, apart from providing a useful illustration, the evidence presented by Klaus, Bochet,

and Walzl (forthcoming) is inconclusive regarding the potential of the stochastically stable

distribution to discriminate among stochastically stable states

Recently, though, Greenwald and Wicks (2005) have proposed an exact algorithm that

can deal with the computational di¢ culties of working with the stochastically stable distri-

bution. The idea of the algorithm is based on a series of elementary operations performed

on the Markov matrix of the process. These operations end up reducing its dimensional-

ity to a degree that is manageable. Then, keeping track of these operations, the invariant

4Actually, the authors� calculations, which are included in the online appendix, are indicative of the
complications involved in the computation of the stochastically stable distribution even for simple 3-agent
economies.
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distribution embedded in the original matrix can be recovered. This procedure enables the

computation of the invariant distribution directly from the Markov matrix, instead of going

through all possible minimum spanning trees. This simpli�es a lot the problem of working

with the process�stochastically stable distribution.

Moreover, in addition to the use of the Greenwald-Wicks algorithm, in the sections below

we will be presenting some novel graph-theoretic results that will enable us to identify which

elements of the stochastically stable set have a higher likelihood of occurrence in the long run.

Based on those results, we will try to trace back di¤erences in long-run relative frequencies

among states of dynamic process to features of the underlying economic environment. This

way, we believe, that our contribution will provide an important extension of the standard

stochastic stability analysis. Now, in order to facilitate a comparison with the existing

literature, we will restrict our attention to the housing economy of Shapley and Scarf (1974).

We will begin with the necessary preliminaries regarding this particular environment.

3 The Housing Economy Framework

3.1 Basic De�nitions

The housing economy of Shapley and Scarf (1974) is a simple exchange economy with in-

divisible goods. Formally, it comprises a �nite set of agents N and a �nite set of houses

H where jHj = jN j : Each agent i is endowed with one house ei; and has a complete and

transitive preference relation %i over the whole set of houses. Following the original article of

Shapley and Scarf, an abundant literature on housing economies has emerged with di¤erent

variants re�ecting di¤erent assumptions regarding the ownership of houses or the degree of

indivisibility. For example, Bogomolnaia and Moulin (2001) considered the case of social

ownership of houses, while Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez (1999) distinguished between exist-

ing and new tenants. Recently, Athanassoglou and Sethuraman (forthcoming) introduced
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the idea of agents owning fractional endowments5. However, for our purposes, we will stick

to the original formulation of Shapley and Scarf.

In this environment, we de�ne a coalition, S; to be any group of agents with S � N and a

house allocation x any redistribution of the existing houses where 8i 2 N; 9!j 2 N : xi = ej;

so that each agent continues to occupy one and only one house. We call an allocation x

to be feasible for coalition S if allocation x can just be achieved via a redistribution of the

endowed houses among the members of coalition S: Moreover, we say that a coalition S can

improve upon allocation x if there exists another allocation y which is feasible for coalition S

and which is strictly preferred to x by all members of the coalition, namely 8i 2 S; yi �i xi:

Note that if an allocation is feasible for coalition S; then it should also be feasible for any

coalition T � S: Given that, we de�ne AS to be the set of allocations that are feasible for

coalition S and Sminx the smallest possible coalition for which allocation x is feasible. Since

any allocation is feasible for the grand coalition N; we can denote the set of all possible

house allocations as simply AN : Two important subsets of AN are the set of individually

rational allocations IR and the set of core allocations C; where C � IR. The former consists

of all allocations x 2 AN ; for which no agent resides in a house deemed worse than his or her

endowed one, namely 8i 2 N; xi %i ei: The latter consists of all allocations x 2 AN which

cannot be improved upon by any coalition S; or more formally @S � N ^ y 2 AS : 8i 2

S; yi �i xi:6

The set of core allocations is an important reference point for the housing economy. It

consists of those house allocations that are not dominated by any other allocation and thus

exhaust all possible gains from house-trading. Moreover, this set is always non-empty, though

typically it includes more than one allocations. Yet, to what extent do these allocations

constitute good predictions for the outcome of trade in our simple exchange economy? To

5For a more detailed description of the literature the reader can have a look in summary provided by
Athanassoglou and Sethuraman (forthcoming).

6The set of core allocations should not be confused with the set of strong core allocations SC � fx 2
AN j @S � N ^ y 2 AS : 8i 2 S; yi �i xi ^ 9j 2 S � yj �j xjg which is a subset of C is composed only of
allocations which cannot be strictly improved upon.
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answer this question we need to move beyond the original static analysis of the housing

economy and consider the nature of dynamic trading within the economy.

3.2 The Recontracting Process

Although one could conceive several di¤erent ways in which the dynamic exchange of houses

could take place among the agents, given our focus on the solution concept of the core, there

is a natural candidate for this dynamic analysis, the Edgeworthian recontracting process7.

This is a dynamic trading process proposed by Edgeworth (1881) in an attempt to motivate

the notion of the core. For this reason, it is also based on the principle of coalitional

blocking used in the de�nition of the core. The process begins at the endowment allocation

with various coalitions of agents contracting and recontracting iteratively up until a house

allocation is reached upon which no coalition can improve. This is what Edgeworth called a

"�nal settlement," which in our terminology corresponds to allocation inside the core.

Yet, it was Feldman (1974) and Green (1974) that managed to formally demonstrate

that the process, as envisioned by Edgeworth, does actually converge to the core under

reasonable assumptions. According to their setup, there is a given exchange economy, with

�xed preferences and endowments, in which trade takes place repeatedly over time. In each

time period, there is one particular coalition that forms and seeks a reallocation of the goods

-in our case houses- owned by the members of the coalition, that would leave each individual

member strictly better o¤. Once such a reallocation is found, it is implemented with positive

probability. Otherwise, the existing allocation of houses from the previous period persists.

Note that an essential feature of the process is that the ownership of houses does not change

over time. Owners simply o¤er their houses to di¤erent tenants withholding the right to

request them back at any point in time. Thus, the recontracting process can be described

7It is interesting to contrast this point with the non-cooperative game-theoretic applications of stochastic
stability. In those cases there is no natural dynamic process to be associated with the underlying static game
and hence di¤erent researchers have come up with alternative suggestions. For example one can look at the
choices made by Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) on the one hand and Young (1993) on the other when
studying 2� 2 coordination games.
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brie�y as follows:

A. In each period t; the economy begins at the allocation x(t), with x(0) = e:

B. At the beginning of the period, a coalition S is randomly chosen with probability pS,

with pS > 0;8S � N:

C. If that coalition can improve on x(t) with yS 2 AS8: yi �i xi;8i 2 S; then with probability

� > 0 the new allocation will be9:

x(t+ 1) =

8><>: (yS; x�S(t)) if x�S(t) 2 AN�S

(yS; e�S) if x�S(t) =2 AN�S

9>=>; :

Otherwise x(t+ 1) = x(t):

Note that, by construction, the recontracting process will never leave a core allocation,

once being reached. Hence, the question of convergence to the core is just a matter of whether

the process will eventually reach such an allocation. This fact is true for any exchange

economy ful�lling the conditions identi�ed by Feldman (1974) and Green (1974). Yet, in the

context of the simple housing economy, these conditions are not satis�ed due to the inherent

indivisibilities of the traded goods10. This fact raises an additional complication for our

analysis, which is the possibility of the recontracting process constantly cycling among non-

core allocations, as discussed in Serrano and Volij (2008). For this reason, in our subsequent

treatment, we will also have to allow for the possibility of non-convergence.

8Note that there could be more than one allocation to satisfy this condition. In such cases, one of them
is randomly selected.

9Actually, there are more than one possibilities regarding the "fate" of agents not included in the selected
coalition after a coalitional move. Here we follow Serrano and Volij (2008) and assume that the allocation
of houses outside the coalition is not a¤ected, as long as this includes no house owned by a member of the
coalition. Alternative assumptions, though, will not alter our main results.
10Hence, the failure of convergence does not depend on the actual details of the recontracting process.
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3.3 Introducing Mistakes

Having presented the fashion in which the dynamic exchange of houses will take place in the

economy, our next issue is how to measure the relative likelihood with which each allocation,

either in the core or not- is going to emerge from recontracting. One possibility here would

be to consider several identical housing economies, in terms of preferences and endowments,

observe the outcome of the recontracting process in each of them, and then consider the

relative frequency with which each allocation is reached. Instead of that, we will follow

Serrano and Volij (2008) and looking into a variant of the recontracting process that also

incorporates for some degree of randomness in the agents�decision-making. This randomness

will allow for any possible transition to occur, and as a result the recontracting process will

not converge to any particular allocation but constantly transit among various allocations.

This way we will be able to assess the likelihood of core allocations as well as non-core cycles

by observing the number of times the given allocation will be visited by the process.

To justify this additional randomness in the recontracting process, Serrano and Volij

emphasize the possibility of agents making small mistakes in the coalition formation stage.

Particularly, they assume that when a coalition forms, there is a small probability that one

or more agents might make a mistake and agree on a reallocation that does not leave them

better o¤. In addition, Serrano and Volij distinguish between two kinds of mistakes. The

minor ones are committed if an agent agrees on a reallocation z �! z0; even though zi �i z0i:

The serious ones are committed whenever an agent agrees on a reallocation z �! z0; even

though zi �i z0i: Both kinds of mistakes are assumed only to happen with a very small

probability, with the serious ones occurring less frequently. Thus, if the probability of each

agent making a minor mistake is a small number � 2 (0; 1); then the probability of a serious

mistake should be a even smaller one ��; with � > 111.

Since mistakes are taken to be small probability events, transitions for which mistakes

11Thus, mistakes here mimic the role played by the various mutations or experimentations schemes often
assumed in evolutionary game theory literature.
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are necessary will also be less likely to occur. This number of mistakes involved can actually

be measured in the following way. For each particular transition z �! z0; where z; z0 2 AN ;

induced by a particular coalition S for which the transition z �! z0 is feasible, namely

z0 2 AS; we can compute the number of minor mistakes, nI(S; z; z0) = jfi 2 S : zi �i z0igj ;

and the number of serious mistakes, nW (S; z; z0) = jfi 2 S : zi �i z0igj ; that are necessary in

order for the transition to occur. These two numbers can then be combined into a weighted

number of mistakes:

n(S; z; z0) = �nW (S; z; z
0) + nI(S; z; z

0):

Of course, for each transition z �! z0; there could be more than one coalitions that

can induce it. Therefore, the total probability of the recontracting process transiting from

allocation z to allocation z0 can be obtained by the formula:

Pr(xt+1 = z
0jxt = z) =

X
fSjn(S;z;z0)>0g

pS � �n(S;z;z
0) +

X
fSjn(S;z;z0)=0g

pS � �:

Note that the formula captures both transitions based on mistakes as well as mistake-free

transitions. Observe, though, that the probability of a particular transition z �! z0 is

inversely related to the number of mistakes involved and at the same time is independent of

the past history of the process before reaching allocation z: Thus, our recontracting process

can be treated as a Markov process over the set of all possible allocations of the underlying

housing economy.

4 The Stochastically Stable Distribution

4.1 The Recontracting Process as a Markov Process

Having presented the underlying framework of the housing economy and discussed the details

of the recontracting process, we now turn to the actual predictions regarding the outcome
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of dynamic exchange in the economy. Here is where the Markov nature of the recontracting

process with mistakes will ease the analysis substantially. Particularly, the introduction of

mistakes, even as events of very small probability, allows for any possible transition to take

place, making the resulting process irreducible. This means that it will encompass a unique

invariant distribution.

This distribution will capture the probabilities with which the process is going to visit

each allocation in the long run. Of course, this long-run distribution, denoted by ��; will

depend on the likelihood of an agent committing a mistake �: Yet, as we mentioned in the

Section 2, our focus will be on the limiting case when � ! 0: Given the nature of the

recontracting process with mistakes the limit distribution, �� = lim�!0 �
�; is well de�ned

and will be our main object of interest in the subsequent analysis. Following the literature

we will refer to �� as the stochastically stable distribution and to all allocations x 2 AN for

which ��(x) > 0 as the stochastically stable states.

Our focus on the stochastically stable distribution can simply be justi�ed by the fact

that the distribution captures exactly the probabilistic outcome of dynamic exchange in the

economy under the assumption that mistakes are possible though highly unlikely events.

Thus, in such an environment, the knowledge of �� conveys all the necessary information

regarding which states are stochastically stable, namely visited by the process for a positive

proportion of time, as well as what their long-run probabilities are. This information is what

we are going to compare with the static predictions given by the core, with the probabilities

re�ecting the relative frequencies with which each allocation is going to emerge in the long-

run from dynamic exchange. Yet, before we getting there, we believe that a brief discussion

regarding how the stochastically stable distribution can be obtained is in order.

4.2 Computing the Stochastically Stable Distribution

Contrary to the simple identi�cation of the stochastically stable states, which can be done

using the "mistake-counting" techniques of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young
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(1993), the computation of the stochastically stable distribution can actually be far more

complicated. The reason, as we discussed in Section 2, has to do with the fact that the latter

requires the construction of all possible minimum-resistance trees, while for the former the

construction of one such tree su¢ ces. Thus, the distribution can be computed analytically

only for housing economies consisting of only a small number of agents, since the number

of minimum-resistance trees that need to be considered rises exponentially as the size of the

economy increases.

Fortunately though, even for those cases where the analytic computation of the stochas-

tically stable distribution becomes intractable, there is the possibility of resorting to the

numerically algorithm of Greenwald and Wicks (2005). This is -to our knowledge- the only

existing algorithm for computing the exact, and not approximate, limit invariant distribution

of any perturbed Markov matrix, as the perturbation rate goes to zero. The algorithm is

based on a series of simple operations on Markov matrices and can thus be easily implemented

in the context of the recontracting process with mistakes to obtained the stochastically stable

distribution.

However, before proceeding with actual computations, some additional discussion re-

garding particular aspects of the recontracting process is necessary. First of all, we need

to specify the probabilities pS with which each coalition S is going to be selected at the

coalition formation stage. Here will make the natural assumption and treat all coalitions as

equiprobable. This means that pS = 1
2jNj�1 : Of course, one could possibly think of alternative

setups in which these probabilities varied depending on the size of S: For example, Green

(1974), in his treatment of the recontracting process, assumed that smaller coalitions were

more likely to form, possibly due to the existence of communication costs that increase with

the size of the coalition. Yet, we prefer the assumption of all coalitions forming with equal

probability, because any other assumption would simple add a slight bias to the obtained

stochastically stable distribution.

A second important parameter of the recontracting process with mistakes is the weight �
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falling on serious mistakes, namely on the mistakes that make agents worse o¤ compared to

the ones that leave them simply indi¤erent. In theory, given that such mistakes are considered

to be more serious, this weight � has to be strictly greater than 1: Yet, in practice, in order

for the numerical algorithm to deliver robust results, this number has to also be substantially

higher from 1: This is because with values of � very close to 1; the two types of mistakes

become almost indistinguishable and this may in�uence the resulting distribution. As long

as this is not the case though, the actual value of � will have no e¤ect on the stochastically

stable distribution.

A last key variable in the recontracting process is �: This parameter re�ects a factor of

inertia in the process. This is because it capture the probability of the coalition proceeding

to implement any reallocation of houses that involves no mistakes. The the closer � is to

0; the more inertia there is the process. Moreover, as Serrano and Volij (2008) point out �

should in principle lie in the interval (0; 1
jAj): So when implementing the Wicks-Greenwald

algorithm we will simply let � = 1
jAj+1 to minimize the additional inertia. Nevertheless, it is

not hard to show that this choice will have no e¤ect on the relative likelihoods of the various

core allocations, which is our main focus here12.

Finally, in light of the critique of Bergin and Lipman (1996), it is important to emphasize

that the resulting stochastically stable distribution is not the result of an ad hoc "mistake

model" applied to the recontracting process, but one which is consistent with the basic

principles of coalitional decision-making. Apart from that, we would like to point out that

our results also extend to alternative mistake models maintaining the distinction between

serious and less serious mistakes. These include natural alternatives such as the case where
12The parameter � only a¤ects the mistake-free transitions. Thus, if all the stochastically stable allocations

belong to the set of the core, the value of � will have no e¤ect at all on the stochastically stable distribution.
This is because, for the economy to transit from a core allocation, there has to be at least one agent who makes
a mistake and hence there are no mistake-free way-outs. Needless to say, there could be other mistake-free
transitions in the process, but those would only be transitions from transient states and hence less relevant.
The case where the value of � will matter for the stochastically stable distribution is when some non-core

cycles are also stochastically stable. In those cases, a larger value of � increases the chances of the economy
staying in the cycle, which leads to higher long-run probabilities for the cycle allocations. However, even in
those cases, the e¤ect of � on the distribution is not substantive.
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the weight on each serious mistake is higher than � if an agent i accepts a house ranked lower

than his or her endowment ei; or the case where the seriousness of the mistake increases for

agent i the lower the new house xi(t+ 1) is ranked compared to the previous one xi(t):

4.3 Core Allocations and the Stochastically Stable Distribution

Having de�ned the stochastically stable distribution and presented the details of how it can be

computed, we move on to discuss how it can be used in two simple examples. For tractability

reasons, we concentrate on housing economies consisting of just three agents, so that the

number of possible allocations is only six and the number of coalitions to consider is seven.

In both cases we compute the exact stochastically stable distribution of the recontracting

process with mistakes and contrast it with the set of core allocations. This will allow us

to demonstrate how coalitional interaction may favor a particular allocation inside the core.

Moreover, using these examples as a starting point, we attempt to provide some intuition for

the observed di¤erences in the relative frequencies with which the various core allocations

will emerge in the long run. This intuition will then be formalized in Section 5, in a way

that will enable us to pin down the main factors that in�uencing the long-run outcome of

the coalitional recontracting process.

4.3.1 Example I: Di¤erent Incentives to Trade

As our �rst example, let us consider the following 3-agent housing economy, where the three

agents hold the following preferences over the three available houses:

e2 �1 e3 �1 e1

e1 �2 e2 �2 e3

e1 �3 e3 �3 e2

Note that only three out of the six possible house allocations are individually rational

and these allocations also constitute the economy�s core:
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C = IR =

8>>>><>>>>:
c1 = (e1; e2; e3)

c2 = (e2; e1; e3)

c3 = (e3; e2; e1)

9>>>>=>>>>; :
These three core allocations will all emerge with positive probability in the long run.

Yet, their relative frequencies, as given by the stochastically stable distribution, are actually

quite di¤erent:

c1 �! 0:3333

c2 �! 0:5000

c3 �! 0:1666

To understand these di¤erences in the relative frequencies, note that agents 2 and 3

already own a top ranked house. This means that they do not have any incentive to exchange

the house they own with that of any other agent. The only agent who really wants a house

exchange is agent 1; her aim should be to exchange it with either the house of agent 2 or the

house of agent 3, with a slight preference for that of agent 3. Yet, in both cases, the other

party is not interested in that exchange. Hence, this reallocation of houses will not occur

without mistakes, in which case agent 1 has to remain at her endowed house.

Thus, in this case, the variation in the relative frequencies seems to be the result from

the di¤erences in the incentives that agents have to exchange their houses.

4.3.2 Example II: Degree of Decentralization

Let us now turn to another example of the following 3-agent housing economy with the

preference pro�le:

e2 �1 e1 �1 e3

e1 �2 e3 �2 e2

e1 �3 e2 �3 e3
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Again a moment�s thought should reveal that, in this economy, there are four individually

rational allocations from which the following three constitute the economy�s core:

C =

8>>>><>>>>:
c1 = (e1; e3; e2)

c2 = (e2; e1; e3)

c3 = (e2; e3; e1)

9>>>>=>>>>; :
As in the previous example, the three core allocations will emerge in the long run with

di¤erent relative frequencies:

c1 �! 0:3596

c2 �! 0:3596

c3 �! 0:2808

What is striking in this example is that although there is a core allocation c3 which

gives everybody a top ranked house, this allocation will emerge less often compared to the

remaining two. This is because the allocation c3 has the drawback that it can be achieved

only if all 3 agents get together and decide to exchange houses, while the allocations c1 and

c2 can be obtained by pairwise trades between agents f1; 2g and f1; 3g respectively.

Thus, in this case, the variation in the relative frequencies may seems to be the result of

the di¤erences in the degree of decentralization behind each core allocation.

5 Accounting for the Di¤erent Frequencies of Emer-

gence

5.1 Overview of Main Results

The examples presented in the previous section underscore two factors that seem to in�u-

ence the relative frequencies with which di¤erent allocations are going to emerge from the

recontracting process. These are the incentives that each agent has to trade in each case and
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the degree of decentralization behind each allocation. Particularly, as the above examples

indicate, coalitional recontracting process seems to favor allocations which leave more agents

better o¤, as well as allocations that can be achieved via smaller coalitions of agents. In this

section we will make an attempt to formalize this intuition via a series of theoretical results.

However, let us begin with a overview of our main theoretical contribution.

First of all, we will try to capture the incentives factor by the proportion of the agents

that are inclined towards a particular exchange to those that are indi¤erent to it, while for

the decentralization factor we will consider the minimum size of the coalition that needs

to form in order for the allocation to be obtained. Using these de�nitions we will compare

di¤erent house allocations in terms of the underlying incentives and decentralization.

De�nition 1 (Decentralization) An allocation z 2 AN is said to be more decentralized

than another allocation z0; a fact that we will denote as d(z) > d(z0); if
��Sminz

�� < ��Sminz0

�� ;
namely the size of the minimum coalition Sminz is smaller than that of the minimum coalition

Sminz0 .

De�nition 2 (Incentives) An allocation z 2 AN is said to be bene�cial to more agents

than another allocation z0; a fact that we will denote as b(z) > b(z0); if jfi 2 N : zi �i eigj >

jfi 2 N : z0i �i eigj; namely the number of agents residing in a house strictly preferred to

their endowed one is greater in z compared to z0:13

Our main proposition now will demonstrate how these di¤erences in the incentives and

decentralization among the distinct allocations of houses that are possible in this economy

will be re�ected in di¤erent long-run probabilities of emergence.

Proposition 1 (Relative Frequencies) Let z and z0 be two house allocations that share

the same degree of decentralization, while z is bene�cial to more agents compared to z0; then

13This de�nition can be stated alternatively using the minimum coalitions Sminz and Sminz0 as jfi 2 Sminz :
z �i egj > jfi 2 Sminz0 : z0 �i egj, simply because agents not included in the minimum coalitions will
necessarily resides in their endowed houses.
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we must have that ��(z) � ��(z0): Similarly, let z and z0 be two house allocations where the

number of agents bene�ting is the same, but z is more decentralized than z0; then again we

must have ��(z) � ��(z0):

Hence, as it is evident from the statement of the proposition, even within the core of

the economy, allocations that are bene�cial for a larger fraction of agents and allocations

that can be obtained in a more decentralized fashion should be considered more natural to

emerge in an environment of unfettered coalitional interaction. We should note that these

two factors could work in the same or in the opposite directions, in which case the long-run

outcome of the recontracting process will be determined by their interplay. However, even in

such cases where the theory does not provide a clear prediction for the long-run probabilities,

investigating the roles of these two factors would still enable us to rationalize the reasons

why particular allocations are more likely to emerge as a result of cooperation.

In the following sections we will formally establish the above proposition by displaying

the key results one by one starting from basic principles.

5.2 Transition Resistances

We will begin with a few de�nitions that are going to be central in our subsequent analysis

of dynamic trading. First of all, we need to have a measure of how easy it is to get from any

one allocation to another. The following de�nition provides us with such a measure.

De�nition 3 (Resistance) Let AN be the set of feasible allocations. For any two alloca-

tions z; z0 2 AN ; we can de�ne the resistance of the direct transition z �! z0 as,

r(z; z0) � min
S�N

n(S; z; z0) = min
S�N

[� � nw(S; z; z0) + nI(S; z; z0)]; � > 1;

which is equivalent to the least weighted number of mistakes needed for the given transition

to take place. Similarly, we can de�ne the resistance ~r(z; z0) of an indirect transition from
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z to z0 as the least weighted number of mistakes needed along any path z �! x1 �! : : : �!

xL�1 �! z0 that begins at z and ends at z0; namely:

~r(z; z0) � min
fxlgLl=0:x0=z^xL=z0

L�1X
l=0

r(xl; xl+1):

Based on this notion of resistance, we can construct measures of how easy it is to reach

and how easy it is to leave any particular allocation.

De�nition 4 (Minimum Resistance In and Out) For each allocation z 2 AN ; we can

de�ne the minimum resistance to leave that allocation as rminout (z) � min
z02AN ;z0 6=z

r(z; z0); and the

minimum resistance to reach that allocation as rminin (z) � min
z02AN ;z0 6=z

r(z0; z):14

Using the above de�nition, we can characterize the set of core allocations as follows:

Proposition 2 (The Core) A feasible allocation z 2 AN is included in the core if and only

if rminout (z) > 0: Hence, C = fz 2 AN j rminout (z) > 0g:

Proof. Suppose z 2 C: Then this means that @S � N ^ y 2 AS : yi �i zi;8i 2 S:

Consider now any z0 2 AN with z0 6= z and pick any coalition S for which the transition

z to z0 is feasible. Given that z 2 C;9i 2 S : z0i �i zi _ z0i �i zi: Hence, we have that

nI(S; z; z
0) � 1_ nW (S; z; z0) � 1 =) n(S; z; z0) > 0 =) r(z; z0) > 0 and since z0 was chosen

arbitrarily, it must be that rminout (z) > 0:

Suppose z =2 C: Then this means that 9S � N ^ y 2 AS : yi �i zi;8i 2 S: Hence,

when coalition S forms, 9z0 = (y; z�S) _ (y; e�S) : z0i �i zi;8i 2 S: This means that:

n(S; z; z0) = 0 =) r(z; z0) = 0 =) rminout (z) = 0:

Let us now extend our notion of resistance into any partition P of the set of feasible

allocations AN :

14The concepts of rminout and r
min
in have some common features with Ellison (2000). However, our results are

not directly comparable to those of Ellison.
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De�nition 5 (Cell Resistance) Let P = fP 1; P 2; � � � ; P Ig be a partition of the set of

feasible allocations AN or any subset of it. For any two cells P i; P j 2 P; we can de�ne the

resistance of the transition P i �! P j as ~r(P i; P j) � min
zi2P i;zj2P j

~r(zi; zj); namely the least

weighted number of mistakes needed to transit from an allocation in cell P i to an allocation

in cell P j:

Based on this extended notion of resistance, we can similarly de�ne:

De�nition 6 (Minimum Resistance In and Out for Cells) Let P = fP 1; P 2; � � � ; P Ig

be a partition of the set of feasible allocations AN or any subset of it. For any cell P i 2 P;

we can de�ne the minimum resistance of leaving that cell to any other as ~rminout (P
ijP) �

min
P j2P;P j 6=P i

~r(P i; P j) and the minimum resistance of reaching that cell from any other as

~rminin (P
ijP) � min

P j2P;P j 6=P i
~r(P j; P i):

Despite the generality of the above de�nition in what follows we will be focusing on a

particular partition of the set of feasible allocations AN : Given that the recontracting process

constitutes a Markov process over the set of feasible allocations, a natural partition of that

set would be based on the recurrent classes of the process.15 This partition will be denoted

by R = fR1; R2; � � � ; R
; Tg where each R! represents a distinct recurrent class, while the

cell T contains all the transient states of the process. Moreover, as pointed out by Serrano

and Volij (2008), in the context of a housing economy, we should expect to see two particular

types of recurrent classes.

Lemma 1 (Serrano and Volij) The recurrent classes of the unperturbed recontracting process

take the following two forms:

1. singleton recurrent classes, each of which contains one core allocation.

15A state z of a Markov process is called recurrent if once visited by the process, there is positive probability
that the process will return to it at some point, namely P (xt+N = zjxt = z) > 0: Otherwise that state is
called transient. Now any ergodic set of recurrent allocations constitutes a recurrent class of the process.
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2. non-singleton recurrent classes, in each of which the allocations are individually ratio-

nal, but are not core allocations.

With this result of Serrano and Volij in mind, we can now state and prove the following

claim:

Claim 1 (Recurrent Classes I) For every recurrent class R! of the unperturbed recon-

tracting process, it must be that ~rminout (R
!jR) > 0:

Proof. If R! is a singleton recurrent class, R! = fzg; then z constitutes a core allocation for

which we know by Proposition 2 that rminout (z) > 0. Yet, ~r
min
out (R

!jR) = min
R 2R;R 6=R!

~r(R!; R ) =

min
R 2R;R 6=R!

min
z02R 

r(z; z0) = min
z02AN ;z0 6=z

r(z; z0) = rminout (z): Hence, the statement holds trivially.

Suppose now that R! is a non-singleton recurrent class. If ~rminout (R
!jR) = 0 this requires

that 9w 2 R! ^ y =2 R! : r(w; y) = 0 meaning 9S � N : w
S�! y ^ yi �i wi;8i 2 S: Hence,

even for the unperturbed process we should have P (xt+1 = yjxt = w) > 0: However, this

contradicts the fact that R! is a recurrent class. As 8z 2 R! ^ 8z0 =2 R! it must be that

P (xt+1 = z
0jxt = z) = 0:

Furthermore, for the recurrent classes that do not include the endowment allocation e

we can state and prove the following claim.

Claim 2 (Recurrent Classes II) The recontracting process can leave any recurrent class

R! not containing the endowment allocation with either one minor or one serious mistake,

namely ~rminout (R
!jR) = f1; �g:

Proof. Select a recurrent class, R! and pick an allocation z included in that class, z 2 R!:

Since z 6= e the process can exit R! via any singleton coalition fig where i 2 Sminz with agents

i simply requesting his endowed house back. Since z should be an individually rational

allocation by Lemma 1, it must be that zi %i ei;8i 2 N: Thus, if 9j 2 Sminz : zj �j ej

then n(fjg; z; e) = 1: If not, namely zi �i ei;8i 2 Sminz then n(fig; z; e) = �: In the latter

case, there could be another allocation z0 to which the process can move with just one
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minor mistake. In any case though, we should note that the process can always leave and

return to the endowment allocation with at most one serious mistake. Combining that with

Claim 1 we get that rminout (z) = f1; �g and since z was picked randomly we conclude that:

~rminout (R
!jR) = f1; �g:

5.3 Spanning Trees and Stochastic Stability

Having described our various resistance measures, we will now discuss how these measures can

be used to assess the stochastic stability of particular allocations as well as sets of allocations.

This will provide an alternative to the method of constructing minimum spanning trees that

has become standard in the literature on stochastic stability.

De�nition 7 (Spanning Trees) Consider a complete weighted directed graph with vertex

set the set of recurrent classes R� = fR1; R2; � � � ; R
g where for each edge R �! R! the

corresponding weight equals the value ~r(R ; R!); a weight to which we will also refer to as

the resistance of the given edge. Starting from this graph we will then consider all spanning

subgraphs connecting all vertices in a way that creates a unique directed path leading to a

particular recurrent class R!: This type of graph is called a spanning tree routed at recurrent

class R! or simply an R!�tree and will be denoted subsequently by TR! : Moreover, for any

such tree TR! ; we will de�ne its resistance r(TR!) as the sum of the resistance of all its edges,

r(TR!) =
X

(R�;R )2TR!

~r(R�; R ):

From the above de�nition, it is evident that there is a lower bound to the resistance of

any spanning tree.

Remark 1 (Tree Resistance Lower Bound) Let TR! be a spanning tree rooted at recur-

rent class R!: Its resistance should then be bounded below by r(TR!) �
P

R 6=R!
~rminout (R

 jR�):
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Proof. Using the de�nition of r(TR!) we have that

r(TR!) =
X

(R�;R )2TR!

~r(R�; R )

=
X

fR� 6=R! :(R�;R )2TR!g

~r(R�; R )

= ~r(R�; R�) + ~r(R�; R) + : : :

� ~rminout (R
�jR�) + ~rminout (R

�jR�) + : : :

=
X

fR� 6=R! :(R�;R )2TR!g

~rminout (R
�jR�)

=
X

R 6=R!
~rminout (R

 jR�):

Yet, this lower bound will not always be reached as not all trees will have the same

resistance. Hence, there will be di¤erences in the resistance of di¤erent spanning trees routed

at the same recurrent class as well as di¤erences in the resistance of spanning trees rooted at

di¤erent recurrent classes. From these di¤erences we can determine which recurrent classes

will be stochastically stable.

De�nition 8 (Stochastic Stability) For each recurrent class R! of the unperturbed recon-

tracting process, let us consider the set TR! of all spanning trees TR! rooted at R!: Based on

this set we can de�ne the stochastic potential sp(R!) of a recurrent class R! as the minimum

resistance attained by any of its spanning trees, namely sp(R!) � min
TR!2TR!

r(TR!): Using the

notion of stochastic potential, we can state that a recurrent class R! is stochastically stable

if and only if

sp(R!) = min
fR1;R2;��� ;R
g

sp(R ) � spmin:

Also a feasible allocation z 2 AN is said to be stochastically stable if it belongs to one of these

recurrent classes with minimum stochastic potential. The set of all these stochastically stable

allocations is often referred to as the stochastically stable set and will be denoted by SSA:
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As it is obvious from the above de�nition, if the process has only one recurrent class,

that class will have minimum stochastic potential and hence will be stochastically stable. In

what follows, we will provide a way of identifying which classes are stochastically stable in

case the number of recurrent classes is greater than one utilizing our minimum resistance

measure in and out of each class. However, before presenting this method it is important

to understand how a minimum resistance tree for each recurrent class can be constructed.

This can be done using the following procedure which is based on Dijkstra�s Graph Search

Algorithm:

1. Consider the set of recurrent classes R� = fR1; R2; � � � ; R
g:

2. Pick a particular recurrent class, R!; and identify among all classes in A0 = R
�=fR!g

the one for which the resistance of the edgeR �! R! satis�es ~r(R ; R!) = min
Ri2A0

~r(Ri; R!):

3. Connect R to R!; and then look among the remaining classes in A1 = R
�=fR!; R g

to identify the one, R� for which the minf~r(R�; R!); ~r(R�; R )g = min
Ri2A1

Rj2fR!;R g

~r(Ri; Rj):

4. Continue in a similar fashion up until all recurrent classes are connected to R!:

Proposition 3 (Stochastically Stable Set) Consider the set of recurrent classes R� =

fR1; R2; � � � ; R
g and a function G : P(R�) �! P(R�) where G(R) � fR! 2 R j

~rminout (R
!jR) � ~rminin (R

!jR) � 0g;8R � R�: Then the set of stochastically stable allocations,

denoted as RSS; is the largest subset R of R� for which G(R) = R:

Proof. The fact that there is always a subset of R� for which G(R) = R is obvious,

as this holds true when R� is the singleton fR!g: This is because trivially ~rminout (R
!jfR!g)�

~rminin (R
!jfR!g) = 0� 0 = 0:16

16Things are not that trivial when R� is not a singleton. For example in case R� = fR ; R!g; then there
are three possibilities:

~r(R ; R!) > ~r(R!; R ) G(R�) = fR g;
~r(R ; R!) < ~r(R!; R ) G(R�) = fR!g;
~r(R ; R!) = ~r(R!; R ) G(R�) = fR ; R!g:
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Having made this point, we just have to show that if �R is the largest subset of R� for

which G(�R) = �R then �R = RSS: The proof proceeds by contradiction.

First, suppose that 9R! 2 �R with R! =2 RSS: Given R! let us �nd the recurrent class,

R�; in �R for which ~r(R�; R!) = ~rminin (R
!j�R) and consider a minimum resistance tree for R�:

Without loss of generality, we can construct the tree for R�, as shown in the left part of

Figure 1. This can be convert into a R! tree by severing the edge R  � R! and adding the

edge R!  � R�: The new tree, shown in the right part of Figure 1, should have a resistance

of,

r(TR!) = r(TR�)� ~r(R!; R ) + ~r(R�; R!)

� r(TR�)� [~rminout (R
!j�R)� ~rminin (R

!j�R)]

� r(TR�);

given the equality ~r(R�; R!) = ~rminin (R
!j�R); the fact that ~r(R!; R ) � ~rminout (R

!j�R) by de�n-

ition and the property that ~rminout (R
!j�R)� ~rminin (R

!j�R) � 0 due to R! 2 �R:
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Moreover, since TR� was a minimum resistance tree for R�, we get that sp(R!) �

r(TR!) � r(TR�) = sp(R�): If R� 2 RSS; then the only way for the above expression to

hold is sp(R�) = sp(R!) = spmin; which contradicts the fact that R! =2 RSS: If, on the other

hand, R� =2 RSS; then we can repeat the above exercise replacing R! with R�; which given

the �niteness of RSS at some point will yield the necessary contradiction.

Secondly, suppose that 9R! 2 RSS with R! =2 �R: Since R! =2 �R we will need to consider

the set �R [ fR!g: For that set we should have:

~rminout (R
!j�R [ fR!g)� ~rminin (R

!j�R [ fR!g) < 0

as otherwise �R [ fR!g = G(�R [ fR!g); contradicting the fact that �R is the largest subset

of R� for which G(R) = R:

Now, without loss of generality, consider a minimum resistance tree for R!, as shown in

the left part of Figure 2. For that tree, by construction, we have thatmin(~r(R�; R!); ~r(R"; R!)) =

~rminin (R
!j�R[fR!g): Let us now �nd the recurrent class, R� ; in �R[fR!g for which ~r(R!; R�) =

~rminout (R
!j�R [ fR!g): Then we can construct a new tree, shown in the right part of Figure 2,

by severing the edge R!  � R" and adding the edge R�  � R!: Note that the resulting
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tree would be a R"�tree while the tree�s resistance would be,

r(TR") = r(TR!) + ~r(R
!; R�)� ~r(R"; R!)

� r(TR!) + [~r
min
out (R

!j�R [ fR!g)� ~rminin (R
!j�R [ fR!g)]

< r(TR!);

where we have used the equality ~r(R!; R�) = ~rminout (R
!j�R [ fR!g); the fact that ~r(R"; R!) �

~rminin (R
!j�R[fR!g) and the property that ~rminout (R

!j�R[fR!g)� ~rminin (R
!j�R[fR!g) < 0: Yet,

since TR! was a minimum resistance tree for R!, we get that sp(R!) = r(TR!) > r(TR") �

sp(R") contradicting the stochastic stability of R!: �

Having established Proposition 3 we can now easily identify the set of stochastically

stable recurrent classes using the following algorithm.

1. Consider the set of recurrent classes R� = fR1; R2; � � � ; R
g:

2. For the each R! 2 R� compute the expression ~rminout (R
!jR�)� ~rminin (R

!jR�):

3. Construct a new set B1 = fR! 2 R� j ~rminout (R
!jR�) � ~rminin (R

!jR�) � 0g: If B1 = R�

then R� = RSS:

4. Otherwise repeat the process and for the each R! 2 B1 compute the expression

~rminout (R
!jB1)� ~rminin (R

!jB1):

5. Construct the set B2 = fR! 2 B1 j ~rminout (R
!jB1)� ~rminin (R

!jB1) � 0g: If B2 = B1 then

B1 = R
SS:

6. Otherwise continue the process up until you �nd two sets Bn = Bn+1:

An important corollary of the above proposition is that the di¤erence between the mini-

mum resistances in and out should be the same for each stochastically stable recurrent class.

Since this corollary will be helpful in our subsequent analysis, let us provide a complete

proof.
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Corollary 1 (Stochastically Stable Recurrent Classes) For any two recurrent classes

R ; R! 2 RSS, we must have:

~rminout (R
 jRSS)� ~rminin (R

 jRSS) = ~rminout (R
!jRSS)� ~rminin (R

!jRSS):

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a recurrent class R 2 RSS for which we

have:

0 � ~rminout (R
 jRSS)� ~rminin (R

 jRSS) < ~rminout (R
!jRSS)� ~rminin (R

!jRSS);

where R! 2 RSS=fR g: Without loss of generality, we can construct a minimum resistance

R �tree, as shown in the left part of Figure 3. Now given R let us �nd the recurrent class

R' 6= R for which ~r(R ; R') = ~rminin (R
'jRSS) and let us convert the above tree to a R'

tree by severing the edge R�  � R' and adding the edge R'  � R . The resulting tree,
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shown in the right part of Figure 3, will then have a resistance of:

r(TR') = r(TR )� ~r(R'; R�) + ~r(R ; R')

� r(TR )� [~rminout (R
�jRSS)� ~rminin (R

�jRSS)]

< r(TR );

where we have used the equality ~r(R ; R') = ~rminin (R
'jRSS); the fact that ~r(R'; R�) �

~rminout (R
�jRSS) by de�nition and the property that [~rminout (R

�jRSS)�~rminin (R
�jRSS)] > 0: So, we

get that sp(R') � r(TR') < r(TR ) = sp(R ), which contradicts the fact that R 2 RSS: �

5.4 The Stochastically Stable Distribution

Up until now, we have only dealt with the identi�cation of the stochastically stable set,

which consists of those recurrent classes that have minimum stochastic potential. In this

subsection we will turn to their long-run probability distribution and establish the main

theoretical result of this paper. Yet, before we get there, let us formally de�ne this long-run

probability distribution.

De�nition 9 (Stochastically Stable Distribution) Consider the recontracting process

with mistakes and let the mistake probability " 2 (0; 1): This process as we know is irreducible

and therefore it should have a unique invariant distribution which we denote by �": Moreover,

since the recontracting process with mistakes represents a regular perturbation of mistake-

free process, it can be shown Young (1993) that the limit �� � lim"!0 �
" exists and it also

constitutes a well de�ned probability distribution. This limit invariant distribution is what

we refer to as the stochastically stable distribution of the recontracting process and it has the

property that ��(z) > 0 for each allocation z 2 AN if and only if allocation is stochastically

stable, namely z 2 SSA:

To understand now better the connection between De�nitions 8 and 9 we will utilize the

following lemma due to Freidlin and Wentzell (1984).
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Lemma 2 (Freidlin and Wentzell) For every �nite irreducible Markov process, its unique

invariant distribution �" is given by

�"(z) =
q(z)P

z02AN q(z
0)
;

where q(z) =
P

TR! :r(TR! )=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2TR!

Pr(xt+1 = z
00jxt = z0) and z 2 TR! :

In order to make use of the Freidlin and Wentzell�s lemma, it will be important to have

a measure for the number of minimum resistance transitions in and out of each particular

allocation. Hence, we need the following de�nition.

De�nition 10 (Number of Minimum Resistance Transitions) Let x be a feasible al-

location and let us denote by #rminout (x) the number of allocations z
0 2 AN for which r(x; z0) =

rminout (x), and by #r
min
in (x) the number of allocations z

0 for which r(z0; x) = rminin (x):

Using these de�nitions, we state and prove the following claim.

Claim 3 (Factors Behind Relative Frequencies) For any two stochastically stable al-

locations x; y we have ��(x) � ��(y) if #rminout (x) � #rminout (y) and #r
min
in (x) � #rminin (y).

Proof. Since x; y 2 SSA; we should have that ��(x); ��(y) > 0: So let us consider their

ratio ��(x)
��(y) :

��(x)

��(y)
=

lim"!0 �
"(x)

lim"!0 �"(y)

= lim
"!0

q(x)P
z02AN

q(z0)

q(y)P
z02AN

q(z0)

= lim
"!0

q(x)

q(y)

= lim
"!0

P
TR� :r(TR� )=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2TR�

Pr(xt+1 = z
00jxt = z0)P

T
R 
:r(T

R 
)=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2T

R 

Pr(xt+1 = z00jxt = z0)
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where x 2 R� and y 2 R are the recurrent classes to which the two allocations belong.

Let us now consider a spanning tree TR� rooted at recurrent class R� and particularly at

allocation x and look into the product
Q

(z0�!z00)2TR�
Pr(xt+1 = z

00jxt = z0):

Y
(z0�!z00)2TR�

Pr(xt+1 = z
00jxt = z0)

=
Y

(z0�!z00)2TR�

0@ X
fSjn(S;z0;z00)>0g

pS � "n(S;z
0;z00) +

X
fSjn(S;z0;z00)=0g

pS � �

1A
= c00�

jAN j + c11�
jAN j�1"+ c12�

jAN j�1"�

+c21�
jAN j�2"2 + c22�

jAN j�2"�+1 + c23�
jAN j�2"2�

+ : : :+ c(jAN j)(jAN j)"
(jAN j�1)�+1 + c(jAN j)(jAN j+1)"

jAN j�

= c0�
jAN j +

jAN jX
g=1

g+1X
h=1

cgh�
jAN j�g"�(h�1)+(g�h+1);

where the coe¢ cients will be given by the expression:

cgh =
X
~S; �S;Ŝ

j ~Sj=jAN j�g;j �Sj=g�h+1;jŜj=h�1

0BB@ Y
(z0�!z00)2TR�
r(z0;z00)=0

p ~Sjn( ~S;z0;z00)=0

�
Y

(z0�!z00)2TR�
r(z0;z00)=1

p �Sjn( �S;z0;z00)=0 �
Y

(z0�!z00)2TR�
r(z0;z00)=�

pŜjn(Ŝ;z0;z00)=0

1CCA
and

c0 =
X
S

Y
(z0�!z00)2TR�
r(z0;z00)=0

pSjn(S;z0;z00)=0:

Here it is important to note that for any spanning tree TR� with resistance r(TR�); the

coe¢ cients cgh for all terms of the above polynomial cgh�
jAN j�g"�(h�1)+(g�h+1) which have

�(h� 1) + (g � h+ 1) = (h� 1)(�� 1) + g < r(TR�) must be equal to zero.
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Moreover, in this case we have that r(TR�) = r(TR ) = spmin hence we can factor out the

term "sp
min
from both products and since this holds for all the terms of the sum we get that:

lim
"!0

P
TR� :r(TR� )=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2TR�

Pr(xt+1 = z
00jxt = z0)P

T
R 
:r(T

R 
)=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2T

R 

Pr(xt+1 = z00jxt = z0)

= lim
"!0

"sp
min �

P
TR� :r(TR� )=spmin

( P
f(g;h):(h�1)(��1)+g=spming

cgh�
jAN j�g + �KR�(")

)

"spmin �
P

T
R 
:r(T

R 
)=spmin

( P
f(g;h):(h�1)(��1)+g=spming

c0gh�
jAN j�g + �KR (")

)

=

P
TR� :r(TR� )=spmin

P
f(g;h):(h�1)(��1)+g=spming

cgh�
jAN j�g

P
T
R 
:r(T

R 
)=spmin

P
f(g;h):(h�1)(��1)+g=spming

c0gh�
jAN j�g

:

where by �KR�(") and �KR!(") we denote two polynomials of ":

Let us now compare the expression in the numerator with that in the denominator.

Observe �rst that any di¤erences in the values of the two sums will come from edges which

are not present in both sums. These edges must correspond to transitions in and out of

the allocations of interest here, x and y; as any other transitions should be present in both

sums. Hence, we need to compare the number of minimum resistance transitions out of y;

denoted as #rminout (y) and the minimum resistance transitions into x; denoted as #rminin (x);

which are present in the numerator sum, with the number of minimum resistance transitions

out of x; denoted as #rminout (x); and the minimum resistance transitions into y; denoted

as #rminin (y); which are present in the denominator sum. And note that it is only these

minimum resistance transitions in and out of x and y that matter, as these sums correspond

to minimum resistance trees. Given that the only way that ��(x) < ��(y) is if there are

more ways to get into y with resistance rminin (y) than into x with r
min
in (x) and also more ways

to get out of x with rminout (x) than out of y with r
min
out (y); so that the sum in the numerator

will be smaller than the sum in denominator.

Furthermore, a related fact that we will be using later on is the following.
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Claim 4 (Equal Frequencies) Let z and z0 be two allocations that belong to the same

recurrent class R!: Then it must be that ��(z) = ��(z0):

Proof. From Lemma 2, we know that

�"(z) =
q(z)P

z02AN q(z
0)
;

where q(z) =
P

TR! :r(TR! )=spmin

Q
(z0�!z00)2TR!

Pr(xt+1 = z00jxt = z0) and TR! 3 z: Thus, if

z; z0 2 R!; then it must be that q(z) = q(z0) as ~r(z; z0) = 0. Therefore, �"(z) = �"(z0);8" > 0

and given that the perturbation is regular it must be that ��(z) = ��(z0):

However, before we present the proof of our main result (Proposition 1), we need to

establish two auxiliary claims.

Claim 5 (Endowment Allocation) The initial endowment allocation e is stochastically

stable if and only if it is included in the core C:

Proof. Let us begin by demonstrating that the endowment allocation cannot be part of any

non-singleton recurrent class. To see why, assume for a moment that 9R! with jR!j > 1 and

e 2 R!: However, given the nature of the cycle we must have that 9z 2 R! : r(z; e) = 0;

which means at least for some agent i zi �i ei so that z
fig�!
0
e: Yet, this last statement

requires z =2 IR contradicting Lemma 1 of Serrano and Volij. Hence, if e 2 SSA =) e 2 C:

Let us now prove the converse.

Suppose that e 2 C. Then by Proposition 2 we know that rminout (e) > 0: Speci�cally we

should have rminout (e) � 1; as the only way for the process to get out of the singleton recurrent

class feg is when at least one agent makes a mistake in the coalition formation process. If

feg is the unique recurrent class of the process then it must be stochastically stable. Thus,

let us assume now that there exists another recurrent class R!; pick an allocation z 2 R!

and consider the transition z �! e: Obviously r(z; e) > 0 since z is individually rational.

Yet, 9i 2 Sminz : zi �i ei: Otherwise we would have that 8i 2 Sminz : zi �i ei and the coalition
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Sminz would block the endowment, contradicting the fact that e 2 C: Therefore, it must be

that 8R! 6= feg ^ z 2 R!; r(z; e) = 1: This means that rminin (e) = 1; while r
min
out (z) � 1; which

using Claim 1 becomes ~rminout (R
!jR�) = 1:

Finally, keeping in mind that for R!; R 2 R� ~r(R ; R!) � 1; we get that rminin (R
!jR�) �

1;8R � R�: Therefore, combining all the above facts we get that 8R � R� : feg 2 R

we have ~rminout (R
!jR) � rminin (R

!jR) � 0; while for the endowment allocation we get that:

~rminout (fegjR)� rminin (fegjR) � 0: Hence, e 2 RSS and e 2 SSA:

Claim 6 (Successful Coalitions) If an allocation z is stochastically stable, then for all

but one of the agents included in Sminz allocation z is strictly preferred to e:

Proof. Suppose not. Then this means that 9i; j 2 Sminz : zi -i ei^zj -j ej and since Sminz is

the smallest possible coalition that can achieve the direct transition e �! z we should have

that r(e; z) � 2: This is true also for any individually rational allocation yk %k ek;8k 2 N as

for both i; j 2 Sminz we would have that zi -i yi^zj -j yj: Hence, it must be that rminin (z) � 2;

a fact that precludes z from being included in any non-singleton recurrent class.

Now observe that the transition z �! e can occur with at most one mistake whenever

the singleton coalitions fig and fjg form and r(z; e) = 1: Thus, if e 2 C; this last statement

is equivalent to rminout (z) = 1; while if e =2 C, there must exist another core allocation x that

blocks e in which case r(e; x) = 0: Hence, we have that rminout (z) � r(z; e) + r(e; x) = 1:

Combining all the above facts we get that ~rminout (fzgjR�) � ~rminin (fzgjR�) � �1: Thus,

fzg =2 RSS meaning that z cannot be stochastically stable.

Now we can turn to the proof our main result.

Proposition 1 (Relative Frequencies) Let z and z0 be two house allocations that share

the same degree of decentralization, while z is bene�cial to more agents compared to z0; then

we must have that ��(z) � ��(z0): Similarly, let z and z0 be two house allocations where the

number of agents bene�ting is the same, but z is more decentralized than z0; then again we

must have ��(z) � ��(z0):
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Proof. We restrict attention to the non-trivial case where z 2 R!^z0 2 R as the statement

holds trivially if z; z0 2 R! by Claim 4. We consider two possibilities.

Possibility I: z 2 SSA:

If z 2 SSA and z0 =2 SSA; then we would obviously have ��(z) > ��(z0) = 0: Thus, let us

focus on the case where z; z0 2 SSA: Suppose z and z0 share the same degree of decentral-

ization, namely d(z) = d(z0); but with allocation z being bene�cial to more agents, namely

b(z) > b(z0): Since z and z0 are both stochastically stable, we should have by Proposition

6 that at most one agent in coalitions Sminz ; Sminz0 be indi¤erent or worse o¤. Note that the

latter is being precluded by the fact that both allocations are individually rational, which

given that jfi 2 N : zi �i eigj > jfi 2 N : z0i �i eigj leaves us only with the possibility:

zi �i ei;8i 2 Sminz while z0i �i ei;8i 2 Sminz0 =fjg ^ z0j �j ej:

Similarly, suppose that for allocations z and z0 we have b(z) = b(z0); but d(z) > d(z0):

Again by Proposition 6 we should have, given that z and z0 are both stochastically stable,

that at most one agent in coalitions Sminz ; Sminz0 be indi¤erent or worse o¤, with the latter

being precluded by the fact that both allocations are individually rational. Yet, given our

assumption of jfi 2 N : zi �i eigj = jfi 2 N : z0i �i eigj the only possibility left here is

zi �i ei;8i 2 Sminz while z0i �i ei;8i 2 Sminz0 =fjg ^ z0j �j ej:

Having made the above point let us now observe that if zi �i ei;8i 2 Sminz ; then coalition

Sminz would be able to improve upon the endowment allocation, namely e
Sminz�!
0
z and therefore

e =2 C: On the other hand, if 9j 2 Sminz0 : z0j �j ej; then agent j can force the economy back

to the endowment allocation with just a small mistake, as z0
fjg�!
1
e: Combining the two

facts we see that ~r(z0; z) = r(z0; e) + r(e; z) = 1 + 0 = 1; from which we can conclude that

~rminin (z) = 1 and ~rminout (z
0) = 1: Thus, given that both z and z0 are stochastically stable, we

can apply Corollary 1 to infer that ~rminin (z
0) = ~rminout (z) = 1:

Let us consider now a third recurrent allocation s 2 R�: For that allocation we claim that

s �! z0 is a minimum resistance transition into z0 with resistance ~r(s; z0) = ~rminin (z
0) = 1,

then this should also be the case for the transition s �! z; whose resistance should be
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~r(s; z) = ~rminin (z) = 1: Similarly, if z �! s is a minimum resistance transition out of z with

resistance ~r(z; s) = ~rminout (z) = 1, then this should also be the case for the transition z
0 �! s;

whose resistance should also be ~r(z0; s) = ~rminout (z
0) = 1: This is demonstrated in the following

two claims.

Claim 7 If ~r(s; z0) = ~rminin (z
0); then ~r(s; z) = ~rminin (z):

Proof. Suppose s
Smin
z0�!
1
z0 and let us focus on the case of a direct transition, although the

same argument applies for an indirect one. If there is one agent in the coalition Sminz0 that is

indi¤erent between allocations s and z0; then this must be agent j for whom z0j �j ej: If this

was not the case and z0j �j ej �j sj; then allocation s would be individually irrational and

hence could not be part of any recurrent class. Given that, s
fjg�!
1
e
Sminz�!
0
z would constitute a

minimum resistance transition out of allocation s with a resistance ~r(s; z) = r(s; e)+r(e; z) =

1 + 0 = 1 = ~rminin (z):

Claim 8 If r(z; s) = ~rminout (z); then r(z
0; s) = ~rminout (z

0):

Proof. Suppose z
Smins�!
1
s and let us focus on the case of a direct transition, although the same

argument applies for an indirect one. This implies that si �i zi;8i 2 Smins =fkg ^ sk �k zk:

Assume �rst that k 2 Smins \ Sminz : This means that si �i ei;8i 2 Smins =Sminz ; while

si %i zi �i ei;8i 2 Smins \ Sminz : Hence, si �i ei;8i 2 Smins and then coalition Smins would

block the endowment allocation. Having established that it is easy to see that the transition

z0
fjg�!
1
e
Smins�!
0
s is a minimum resistance transition out of z0 with a resistance of ~r(z0; s) =

r(z0; e) + r(e; s) = 1 + 0 = 1 = ~rminout (z
0):

Alternatively let k 2 Smins =Sminz : This means that si �i zi �i ei;8i 2 Smins \ Sminz ; while

si �i ei;8i 2 Smins =Sminz [ fkg ^ sk �k ek: Consider now the transition s
fkg�!
1
e
Sminz�!
0
z whose

resistance is ~r(s; z) = r(s; e) + r(e; z) = 1 + 0 = 1 = ~rminout (s): This implies that allocation

s should also be stochastically stable. Thus we can now apply Claim 7 for the pair of

stochastically stable allocations z; s 2 SSA to obtain the result that if ~r(z0; z) = ~rminin (z)

then ~r(z0; s) = ~rminin (s) = ~r
min
out (z

0):
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Let us now combine the two claims and note that from Claim 7 we can infer that whatever

the number of minimum resistance paths into z0 are, the number of minimum resistance paths

into z should be not smaller, if not greater. Thus, we have #~rminin (z) � #~rminin (z
0). Similarly

from Claim 8 we can infer that whatever the number of minimum resistance paths out of z0

are, the number of minimum resistance paths out of z should be not greater, if not smaller.

Thus, again#~rminout (z) � #~rminout (z
0): Having established that we can now invoke Claim 3 which

allows us to state that ��(z) � ��(z0):

Possibility II: z =2 SSA:

If z =2 SSA and z0 2 SSA; this would mean that ��(z0) > ��(z) = 0 contrary to the

statement of the proposition. Hence, we need to show that if z =2 SSA then z0 =2 SSA as

well.

To begin with let us observe that both in the case where d(z) = d(z0) and b(z) > b(z0)

as well as the case where d(z) < d(z0) and b(z) = b(z0) it must be that for allocation z0��Sminz0

�� > jfi 2 Sminz0 : z0i �i eigj as 9j 2 Sminz0 : z0j �j ej: Hence, r(z0; e) = 1; which implies

that ~rminout (z
0) = 1 as either e 2 C in which case e 2 SSA; or e is blocked by some other core

allocation c in which case ~r(z0; c) = r(z0; e) + r(e; c) = 1:

Hence, for z0 2 SSA; it must be that ~rminin (z
0) = 1; as otherwise ~rminout (z

0) � ~rminin (z
0) < 0:

This requires that there exists at least some other recurrent individually rational allocation

s for which ~r(s; z0) = 1; which can only be true if z0i �i s %i ei;8i 2 Sminz0 and z0j �j s %j ej:

Remember though that for allocation z we have zi �i ei;8i 2 Sminz : Thus, ~r(z; z0) = 1; as

there is always the transition z0
fjg�!
1
e
Sminz�!
0
z; and ~rminin (z) = 1; which combined with Claim

2, yields that z 2 SSA; a contradiction.

Finally, let us note that in the proof we have implicitly assumed that there are at

least three distinct recurrent classes. This might raise the question of what happens in

the case where the number of recurrent classes is just two. Yet, in such case it is easy to see

that if R� = fR ; R!g then ~rminout (R
!jR�) = ~r(R!; R ) = ~rminin (R

 jR�) and ~rminout (R
 jR�) =

~r(R ; R!) = ~rminin (R
!jR�):Given out assumptions it must be that ~rminout (R

!jR�) � ~rminout (R
 jR�)
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and thus ��(z) � ��(z0): �

6 Conclusions

The purpose of this research is to examine the emergence of cooperative allocations from

decentralized exchange. Following Serrano and Volij (2008), we employ a dynamic trading

process of coalitional recontracting in the housing economy, and characterize its stochastically

stable distribution. The distribution provides us with a measure of the relative frequency

with which each particular allocation is going to emerge in the long run. Utilizing this

measure, we explain why some allocations are more likely to emerge compared to others, and

then identify the underlying factors to determine the stochastic stability of any particular

allocation.

Our analysis shows that there exist two main factors that a¤ect the long-run outcome

of the coalitional recontracting process. The �rst factor captures the incentives that each

agent has to trade. The second factor is related to the degree of decentralization behind

each allocation. Speci�cally, allocations that are bene�cial for a larger fraction of agents

and allocations that can be obtained in a more decentralized fashion are going to emerge at

a higher frequency in the long run. Of course, the long-run outcome of the recontracting

process is determined by the interplay of these two factors. Yet, the analysis of these two

factors enables us to rationalize the reason why particular allocations are more likely to

emerge as a result of trade or cooperation.

Furthermore, we should note that our methodology also has the potential of providing a

new perspective in the literature on equilibrium re�nements. This is because of our choice to

focus on probabilistic assessments regarding the frequencies of emergence of various alloca-

tions included in the core, rather than aiming for a selection among those allocations. With

that in mind, we believe that this research on the dynamics of cooperation will open up a

whole new set of questions regarding how cooperative outcomes can emerge from repeated
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interactions and hope that our contribution will encourage further work on the interesting

new research topic.
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